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1. Introduction
Nowadays, the electrical network is not the same
as it used to be. Initially, the generation of elec-
trical energy was centralized; nevertheless, this
panorama has changed over time, and the gener-
ation is increasingly becoming decentralized.
With this being said, is logical to think that
the way in which the network has been analyzed
and managed has also suffered some alterations;
changes that are necessary to keep track of the
numerous advances of the network, making it
more intelligent every day. One of those changes
is, for example, the necessity to make State Es-
timation analysis (SE) also to the low voltage
grid and not only to the transmission network,
as it was in the past.
The objective of this project is to to prepare the
input data for an algorithm to develop state es-
timation on a low-voltage distribution network,
using the IEEE-906 low-voltage feeder, as it will
be shown in the next sections.

2. Literature Review
For the operation of any electrical power system,
control and decision-making processes need real-
time data; for this matter, a real-time computer
with a model of the network (Central Control
System) and a data acquisition system (meters)
are used [3]. These control systems can be clas-

sified into two types:
• Raw System
• Estimation System

Regarding the latter, only the quasi-steady state
or static operation of the power system is con-
sidered, hence the process is called: Static-State
Estimation (SSE).
It should be said that the SSE results as a
combination of 2 fields: electrical network
modeling and statistical estimation theory.
whose goal is converting the "prior knowledge"
x− and the available measurements z, such that
z(x) ∼ p(z|x), into "posterior knowledge" x+,
which probability density function can be eval-
uated at present time. For this purpose, the
"State Estimator" should be capable of the fol-
lowing processes.[1]

1. Filtering Measurements: A set of rudimen-
tary techniques are carried out to detect
and discard measurements that are erro-
neous or confusing.

2. Modelling the network: Based on the sta-
tus of the switches and breakers and the
physical layout of the substations it is mod-
eled the structure of the electrical network
model.

3. Analyze observability: Determine whether
the system’s state can be obtained using the
measurements available.

4. Estimate: Calculates the state that best
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adapts the measurements captured re-
motely.

5. Detect the errors: Based on certain statis-
tical properties of the estimation, this func-
tion detects the presence of possible errors
in the set of measures. If redundancy is ade-
quate, these measures can be identified and
eliminated.

In some cases, such as the case of electrical
networks, the complexity of the measurement
model makes it very difficult to obtain the PDF,
therefore the best way to describe the behavior
of the meter is to use the mode, mean, and me-
dian of the set of measurements (x̃), these values
are also called estimates of the measurand x,
while the function to convert the data into the
estimates is called statistic.[2]

3. Study Case
In this project, the goal is to prepare the input
data for an algorithm to estimate the state of
an LV grid. For that purpose, the IEEE Euro-
pean low voltage test feeder is used. The fol-
lowing sections will give an overall description
of the mentioned network and the assumptions
that have been taken into account to achieve the
main goal.

3.1. IEEE 906 LV Network
The first and only model that is now accessible
for research and studies at the distribution level
in Europe is the IEEE European LV Test feeder.
Since an extensive knowledge of the operational
condition of the DN is vital for its management
and control, this model is frequently utilized for
the study and planning of Low Voltage (LV) dis-
tribution networks. The European low-voltage
test case was developed to meet the following
features:
• Phase to phase voltage of 416 V.
• 24h load profile.
• Time-series simulation results over one day

and static power flow calculation results at
some key moments are provided.

The model is composed of 906 low voltage nodes,
connected to the MV system by a Step-down
transformer, radially connected by 905 branches
along with 55 load buses, each one provided with
the load shapes of 24-hour data with 1-minute
time intervals for single phase loads: distributed
so: 21 for phase A, 19 for phase B, 15 for the

Figure 1: Matching Enel and IEEE Codes

phase C. The distribution lines are defined by
codes (See 1, EU Network) and their length,
each code specifies the zero-sequence resistance
and admittance, nevertheless, there’s no avail-
able information about the geometry of each
conductor, reason why some modifications were
carried out to make this network a suitable input
for the state estimation algorithm that is going
to be used.
To start, given that the geometry of the conduc-
tors used to model the IEEE-906 network is not
available, and this information is needed to com-
pute the inductance for each branch, necessary
to have a better estimation, for this project will
be introduced a change of the conductors, using
commercial Enel cables, as shown in Table 1.
The matching was based on the per-length unit
resistance and admittance, and the structure of
the cable (number of phases and neutral).
Then, with this modification, we gathered all
the required data to compute the needed infor-
mation, such as:
• Topology of the feeders.
• Branches impedances: resistance and self &

mutual inductances. (Next Section)
• Network working conditions.

3.2. Impedance Matrix Computation
The Figure shows all parameters of a three-
phase line, as in the network of study.
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Figure 2: Representation of a three phase feeder

From the above scheme, using Kirchhoff’s laws
we will have

V1 − E1 − V
′
1 + E

′
1 = 0

V2 − E2 − V
′
2 + E

′
2 = 0

V3 − E3 − V
′
3 + E

′
3 = 0

(1)

{
I1 + I2 + I3 + In = 0

In = −I1 − I2 − I3

From this we can express:
I1
I2
I3
In

 =


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
−1 −1 −1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

C

I1I2
I3



I4x1 = C4x3 ∗ I3x1 (2)

By the ohm law, we can also say E = Z ∗ I,
therefore:

E4x1 = R4x4 + jL4x4︸ ︷︷ ︸
Z4x4

∗I4x1 (3)

Now, from 1 we can say in general V ′ = V −
(E − E

′
), so in this way:

V
′
3x1 = V3x1C

T
3x4 ∗ E4x1 (4)

Replacing 3 into 4, we will have

V
′
3x1 = V3x1 − CT

3x4[Z4x4 ∗ I4x1] (5)

And replacing 2 into 5, it becomes:

V
′
3x1 = V3x1 − CT

3x4 ∗ Z4x4 ∗ C4x3︸ ︷︷ ︸
Z3x3

∗I3x3 (6)

Now let’s work on the portion of 6 that we called
Z3x3, since Z4x4 = R4x4 + jL4x4 we will have:

Z3x3 = CT
3x4 ∗ [R4x4 + jL4x4] ∗ C4x3

Where

R3x3 = CT
3x4 ∗R4x4 ∗ C4x3

and
L3x3 = CT

3x4 ∗ L4x4 ∗ C4x3

The impedance matrix of each line of the system
will be computed following the above steps and
having into account the commercial enel conduc-
tor parameters.

4. Simulations and results
The computed data serves to build the
impedance matrix for each feeder of the network,
information that is useful for the computation
and estimation of the state of the system. In
this section, the steps to prepare the input data
for a state estimator will be described.
The estimation process starts by filtering the
measurements, for that purpose, a dataset of
measurements should be available. In the cur-
rent study case, we are supposing that the power
of the loads is known due to the "smart meters"
installed in the points of consumption. Another
available data is the voltage value in the slack
bus, understanding the slack bus, as the sec-
ondary substation, where the LV network starts,
usually provided of voltmeters.
On the other hand, the accuracy of the esti-
mation depends on the measurements that are
gathered. These measurements are affected by
errors from different sources, and unless these er-
roneous data are identified, the estimated state
can be deficient. Therefore, some preliminary
steps should be run before executing the esti-
mation.
State estimators should have filters to find obvi-
ous inconsistencies in the set of measurements
and correct them or delete the data. This
step was also performed by the algorithm un-
der study. With the filtering, errors in mea-
surements are evaluated before the estimation
process, being identified directly from the mea-
surement value.
Another important step was checking the ob-
servability. As mentioned before, observability
consists on clearly defining the different zones of
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a system, analyzing the available data. In this
case, since the available measurements that were
linearly independent were less than the state
variables; after analyzing the observable zones of
the system, some virtual measurements were de-
fined. The virtual measurements were the volt-
ages, it means it was assumed that in every node
there was a voltmeter, letting us know that the
voltage of the bus was, initially the same as in
the slack bus.
Now, let’s see how to deal with errors during the
estimation process. It is common, to make the
following assumptions on the statistical proper-
ties of measurement errors:

• Errors follow a normal distribution-.
• The expectation of the error is zero, it

means E(e1,2,...,m) = 0, where m is the num-
ber of measurements, in this case, the pow-
ers at the load and the voltage at the slack
bus, as shown before.

• errors are independent.
For this case, since no physical meter was
installed, and therefore the accuracy can not
be determined, it was assumed an accuracy
equal to the analog meters, that can vary
from 1% to 5%. This accuracy represents the
standard deviation of the error σe and therefore
is possible to compute with this value the
covariance matrix.
After using the data computed, and the avail-
able data for the 906-Network, the following
results were obtained, regarding the voltages
(See Figure 5) and the currents flowing through
the branches(See Figure 3). As expected,
branches currents are decreasing downward
the source bus, and for each phase, on the
ramifications, the currents on the branches
are zero, if the load is not connected to that
phase. In this sense for example, in Figure
4, it is shown a comparison plotting of the
branches currents, for the three phases, and it is
indicate the value of the corrent on branch 33,
branch that is connected to the Load1 in phase
A, therefore, for phases B and C the current
flowing is, as expected 0.

Figure 3: Branch currents on the three phases -
comparison

Figure 4: Branch currents on branch 33 - com-
parison

The same thing happens with the voltages on
every node. For each phase, it is shown a differ-
ent voltage level, this, because the voltage drop
on each branch is proportional to the current
flowing in the same. However, this aspect, ev-
idences an imbalance of the system, which can
cause damages on the different equipment.
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Figure 5: Voltages on the three phases-
comparison

5. Conclusions
Ever since the State Estimation idea was first
developed in the 1970s, it has been an essen-
tial component of electrical system management
and operation worldwide. As it was mentioned
before on this document, the subject of state
estimation in distribution networks was a com-
pletely forgotten topic, but recently since there
was insufficient funding, it has been gaining
more interest. Furthermore, it should be men-
tioned that traditional distribution networks
were passive systems with unidirectional and
predictable energy flows, nonetheless, the inte-
gration of distributed energy resources is grow-
ing at an increasing rate, drawing the interest of
multiple academics to this issue.
The objective of this document, in addition to
summarizing the evolution of this problem since
its interest arose until now, was to prepare a low-
voltage network, that was initially developed to
be used for a different purpose, but that given
its structure, was also usefull to be used as input
for an estimation algorithm.
The coherence of the system, to be used for this
purpose, was proved by running the estimation,
and obtaining expected results. In this sense,
it was observed that voltages and currents re-
spect all the electrical laws. For example, the
relation between current and voltage, was al-
ways respected; moreover it was always evident
that since the network was passive, and not dis-
tributed generation was present, there were not
risings on voltages, and instead the voltages de-
crease always in the direction of the load, while,
voltages increases in the direction of the source.

the results obtained after running 5 iterations
presented a minimum error (less that 1%), com-
pared with the results obtained after mathemat-
ical computations; and this is explained by the
precision of the methods that were used: Matlab
and a cientific calculator. Therefore the results
were very acceptable
Moreover, the project’s outcomes have created
opportunities for further research, since the ob-
tained system is a complete input and this is the
very first step to test different methods for es-
timation. Besides, the proposed algorithm can
be also used to obtain a variety of parameters
of the network, for example it can be thought
to realize further development on the algorithm
to obtain the thermal state, given the electrical
state. It can also be used to propose a different
solution according to the developments in algo-
rithms that provide advances and open future
lines of research.
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